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Abstract 
 
 
Grounded in a critical Muslim studies approach, this paper offers a new understanding of the ণDQDIƯ 
position on alcohol, following major public debates on the alcohol question sparked by prominent mem-
bers of al-Azhar University (Egypt) in 2012. Close textual analysis of a range of primary sources in 
Arabic and Urdu are foundational to the paper, as are the categorisation and contextualisation of ণDQDIƯ 
discourse. This is all but a starting point, however, for an argument that constitutes a radical break from 
conventional Islamic studies, seen as ³QRUPDO VFLHQFH´ in its critique of hegemonic discourses which 
have essentialised Islam on the basis of specific ontic manifestations such as the prohibition of alcohol. 
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No feature of Islam could exhaust what Islam means. Only an understanding of Islam that 
emphasised the ontic would be reducible to a set of its key features, but because Islam is an 
ontological category for Muslims such a reduction is unsustainable. (Sayyid 2014: 110)1   
 
I. The Big Story 
In early 2012, within the context of major discussions on the future of constitutional law in 
Egypt and Tunisia following the Arab Spring, a major storm erupted in Egypt over comments 
made about alcoholic beverages by Shaykh Sacd al-'ƯQ +LOƗOƯ the head of Comparative Juris-
prudence (al-Fiqh al-0XTƗUDQ) at al-Azhar University, which aired live on the popular televi-
sion programme, Al Qahera al Youm (Cairo Today). 2 +LOƗOƯ, spurred on by popular talk show 
host, cAmr 'ƯE explained $Eǌ ণDQƯID¶V position on alcoholic beverages: wine from grapes 
and dates, said +LOƗOƯ is considered by $Eǌ ণDQƯID to be absolutely prohibited, as per the view 
of all other schools of law in Islam; $Eǌ ণDQƯID¶V view on alcohol made from other than these 
two fruits is that they are permissible to drink up until the point of intoxication (µLOƗ ۊadd al-
sukr).3 The reaction of cAmr 'ƯE is a sight to behold; and despite the calm demeanour of +LOƗOƯ 
throughout the hour-long conversation, the fact is that he had taken a discussion normally the 
preserve of scholars and advanced students of Islamic law to the general public: he had broken 
the code of the old ER\V¶ club. What may appear as a simple act of disclosure, however, seems 
to have had behind it something far more profound. In reproducing a forgotten interpretative 
contingency vis-à-vis alcoholic beverages, the Shaykh had at one fell swoop thrown open the 
very question of what marks Muslimness apart from other identities, insofar as the prohibition 
of alcohol is perceived as the preeminent marker of what constitutes the category Muslim.
                                                 
1
 We would like to thank Salman Sayyid, Claire Brierley and Sofia Rehman for sharing valuable insights that 
have significantly improved this paper. We would also like to thank the two peer-reviewers for their valuable 
comments.   
2
 The full discussion is available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SiH07rbxczQ. [10 November 2017]. 
3
 7KURXJKRXW WKLVSDSHU³QDUURZSURKLELWLRQ´ZKLFKKDVEHHQDGRSWHGIURP1DMDP+DLGHU 3), is used to 
describe the prohibition of khamr only, to the exclusion of other alcoholic beverages. This usage is contrasted 
with ³general prohibition´, the position of all schools bar the ণDQDIƯVwhich considers all varieties of alcoholic 
beverage as prohibited (ۊDUƗP). 
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 Courting controversy, as Shaykh +LOƗOƯ did on this occasion, often involves reduction-
ism, over-simplification, and even distortions of truth, willful or otherwise. A principal aim of 
this paper is therefore to unpack more fully, by way of close textual analysis, the detailed con-
tours of the ণDQDIƯ VFKRRO¶V position on alcoholic beverages. And while an enquiry of this kind 
will no doubt interest scholars and general readers alike, the over-arching purpose of this paper 
goes beyond the immediate concerns associated with what is fundamentally a juridico-theo-
logical question. Our enquiry into the ণDQDIƯ VFKRRO¶V position on alcohol suggests the futility 
of any attempt to define Islam on the basis of an essential and exclusive matrix of rules; more 
specifically in the context of this paper, we seek to demonstrate that Islam is an ontological 
category for Muslims, and that essentialising Islam on the basis of specific ontic manifestations 
such as the prohibition of alcohol would be to reduce Islam²such a reduction, in the words of 
Sayyid, cited in the epigraph, is unsustainable. This paper can be seen, therefore, as an inter-
vention grouped under the rubric of critical Muslim studies, the agenda for which is set out by 
Sayyid (2014: 16) in the following terms: ³Critical Muslims 6WXGLHV«UHIHUV to a field of in-
vestigations into matters associated with Muslims which are framed by three related epistemo-
logical stances. It is characterised by systematic enquiries that are post-positivist, post-Orien-
talist and decolonial´. Our approach is post-positivist insofar as we seek, through a recovery 
of an alternative discursive perspective on alcohol prohibition, to shift the focus of research 
into matters Islamicate from ontic to ontological enquiries.4 Additionally, we take a post-Ori-
entalist step by taking into account ণDQDIƯ legal discourses from the post-18th century Indian-
                                                 
4
 A number of studies have in recent years taken up the issue of alcohol in Islam, especially as discussed in ণDQDIƯ
jurisprudence, but have done so to buttress over-arching theories of what constitutes Islam, Islamic law, Muslim-
ness, and so, own rather than for any intrinsic value that a close reading of the alcohol question might generate. 
The late Shahab Ahmed (2016:57-58), whose knowledge of Islam, Islamicate languages and range of scholarly 
interests is perhaps unrivalled in contemporary Islamic Studies, managed to miss the mark in his description of 
the juristic debate, incorrectly asserting that all schools of Islamic law prohibit alcohol in all its forms, and appears 
to accept the view that alcohol prohibition is one of the distinctive marks of the Muslim world. Behnam Sadeghi 
(2013:135-136) briefly discusses an assumed ণDQDIƯUHYHUVDORQDOFRKROLFEHYHUDJHVWRVXSSRUWKLVWKHVLVRQWKH
provenance, nature and historical development of Islamic law, suggesting that is was motivated by the need of the 
School to gain the acceptance of other Muslims. Najam Haider (2013: 85) argues, like Sadeghi, that the ণDQDIƯ
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Islamicate context, avoiding thereby an Arab-centrism which characterises much of the schol-
arship on ণDQDIƯ law to-date. This shifting of the lens is both long overdue and may be justified 
on the basis of demographic weight, and on the basis of the relocation of the powerbase of the 
ণDQDIƯ school from Baghdad to Delhi. 
The paper begins by setting out a range of texts in translation, categorising and contex-
tualizing the ণDQDIƯ position on alcoholic beverages (Section II). We then examine the debate 
in the Indian ণanafism, which reveals a convinced and robust legal doctrine which is never-
theless ambivalent about the suitability of alcohol for the believing community (Section III). 
In the final part of the paper (Section IV), an explanation of the theological rationale for the 
persistent and enduring defence of non-khamr alcoholic beverages by ণDQDIƯ jurists is offered.  
 
II. Alcoholic Beverages in ণDQDIƯ Jurisprudence 
The almost totemic prohibition on alcohol drinking as ³WKe normative Muslim SRVLWLRQ´ is as 
embedded in the imaginary of Muslims as it is non-Muslims. Ibn 5XVKG¶V opening discussion 
on khamr is the extent of what most will know about the relationship of Muslims to alcohol: 
With respect to khamr, [Muslim jurists] are agreed about its prohibition in small or large 
quantities, I mean, that which is derived from grape juice >«@ They agreed that the amount 
which intoxicates is prohibited. The majority of the jurists of ণLMƗ] as well as the majority 
of the traditionists, maintained that small and large amounts of intoxicating liquor are pro-
hibited (Ibn Rushd trans. Khan Nyazee 2000: 571). 
  By the expression ³ণLMƗ]Ưs´, Ibn Rushd refers to the ShƗIL¶ƯV 0ƗOLNƯs and HanbalƯs; it 
is worth mentioning that ShicƯs and ZaydƯs also adopted this position. The supporting evidences 
used by these doctrinal schools are presented in detail by Haider (2013) and so need not be 
repeated here. But it is important to read beyond this, for in subsequent lines Ibn Rushd reveals 
                                                 
School ultimately moved to prohibit all intoxicants in the sixth/twelfth century. He also puts forward an explana-
tion for this supposed shift, which he roots in increasing pressure exerted on the ণDQDIƯV E\ WKH0ƗOLNƯV DQG
6KƗILcƯV+HGRHVQRWEDVHKLVILQGLQJVRQDFRPSUHKHQVLYHVXUYH\RIWKHণDQDIƯOHJDOWUDGLWLRQZKLFKH[SODLQV
sweeping generalisations and ultimately misrepresentation of ণDQDIƯMXrisprudence. 
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that ³the ,UƗTƯV´ took a very different position with respect to intoxicating beverages that were 
not khamr, disrupting thereby any attempt to claim a homogenous Muslim position on alcho-
hol.5  ,EUƗKƯP al-NakhacƯ 6XI\ƗQ al-7KDZUƯ Ibn $EƯ /D\OƗ Shurayk, Ibn Shubrama, $Eǌ 
ণDQƯID and the remaining jurists of Kufa, as well as the majority of the jurists of %DৢUD we are 
told, ³PDLQWDLQHG that what is prohibited in all the remaining beverages (that is, besides wine 
derived from grape juice) is intoxication itself and not the substance (of the beverages)´ (Ibn 
Rushd trans. Khan-Nyazee 2000: 571).6 The only surviving jurisprudential school of these is 
that of $Eǌ ণDQƯIa. It is to the doctrine of his school, then, that we now turn for insight into 
,UƗTƯ-.ǌIian jurisprudential thinking on alcoholic beverages. The examination of ণDQDIƯ juris-
prudence is divided based on the specific resources which are used to frame discussions: the 
first part examines the ণDQDIƯ arguments anchored in scriptural texts (na܈܈), characterises what 
we might label the age of paleo- ণDQDIƯ thought; the second examines arguments anchored in 
a hermeneutic of reconciliation (tawfiq al- ƗWKƗU), characterizes what we might call the forma-
tive period; the third is anchored in a legalism that typifies a new age of bureaucratic govern-
mentality that can be located specifically in the 12th century onwards. 
 
An Argument from Tradition (ƗWKƗU )7 
                                                 
5
 Why is khamr, especially as red wine, to be shunned by Muslims? We propose that the prohibition against wine 
(Q.5.90) hinges on the role of wine in heathen/pagan worship, hence the juxtaposition of khamr with maysir (a 
game of chance), altars (an܈ƗE) and divining arrows (D]OƗP).  
6
 Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889), Kufian jurist and তDGƯWK scholar, should also be listed among the ,UƗTLDQV who took 
the view of narrow prohibition. While he was never the founder of a school, he is one of the preeminent authorites 
of early Islam. In his book on alcoholic beverages .LWƗE al-ashriba), he states clearly his preference for narrow 
prohibition. In the concluding section of his book we read: ³7KDW which inebriates in large quantities is disliked 
PDNUǌK in small quantities; the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) warned against it as a disciplinary 
measure. Therefore, it is laudable and rewardable if one avoids it; if however one drinks it, there is no blame on 
him, God ZLOOLQJ¶ (1999: 128). 
7
 The reader will find the typology of alcoholic beverages in ণDQDIƯMXULVSUXGHQFHLQWKHDSSHQGL[DXVHIXODLGIRU
understanding the many varieties of beverage which are mentioned in the texts that follow.  
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One of the earliest advocacies set out in Islamic jurisprudential literature in support of the per-
missibility of alcoholic beverages is found in .LWƗE al-ƗWKƗU of the great Kufian jurist, 
Muতammad b. ণasan al-6KD\EƗQƯ (d. 189/806). In several sections, the first of which is entitled 
%ƗE al-ashriba wa l-anbidha wa l-shurb TƗ¶LPDQ wa PƗ yukrahu fi l-VKDUƗE²Chapter on Al-
coholic Beverages and Wines and Drinking Standing and Rebukable [Mannerisms]  Concern-
ing Drinking, al-6KD\EƗQƯ transmits fifteen ۊaGƯWKs that are, in all probability, a polemical chal-
lenge to contemporary jurists peddling the doctrine of absolute prohibition. Most of the state-
ments are reported through chains that commence with $Eǌ ণaQƯID (d. 150/767)²al-
6KD\EƗQƯ¶V esteemed teacher²and are concluded in virtually every case with, ³«Whis is our 
view, and it is the doctrine (qawl) of $Eǌ ণanƯID´ The first of the fifteen is also perhaps the 
one which would have startled prohibitionists the most: reported by $Eǌ ণanƯID the tradition 
is of a SulD\PƗQ al-6KD\EƗQƯ who reports that Ibn =L\ƗG (governor of Kufa during the reigns 
of Mucawiya I and <D]ƯG I, d. 67/686), once informed him about an occasion when he was at 
the home of Ibn cUmar, the son of the famously austere Companion of the Prophet, cUmar b. 
al-Kha৬৬ƗE. The two had been fasting and the time for breaking the fast had come upon them. 
Incredibly, Ibn cUmar offered Ibn =L\ƗG an alcoholic drink to break his fast with, which his 
guest duly accepted. Ibn =L\ƗG we are told, became significantly inebriated (akhadha IƯKL). 
The following morning, having almost not made it back to his home the night before because 
of the strength of the brew, Ibn =L\ƗG returned to Ibn cUmar to enquire as to the nature of the 
drink served to him the night before. Ibn cUmar explained that he had given his guest no more 
than dates and raisins (PƗ ]LGQƗND cala cajwa wa ]DEƯE) (Al-ShaybƗnƯ 2008: 699-700). This 
ۊaGƯWK serves two purposes for al-6KD\EƗQƯ primo, to underscore the doctrine of general per-
missibility; secondo, to challenge the by now widely held view that dates and raisins were not 
to be mixed.  
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The role of Ibn cUmar in this tradition is remarkable since many of the ۊadƯWKs which 
mandate general prohibition are reported by him, especially those collected by al-%XNKƗUƯ in 
the -ƗPLc al-܈aۊƯۊ.8 Furthermore, Ibn cUmar is one of the most important sources of law for 
the Medinese school, which in the 9th century constituted the main opposing faction, along with 
al-6KƗILcƯ (d. 820), of $Eǌ ণaQƯID and his madrasa. Furthermore, the LVQƗG 0ƗOLN<1ƗILc<Ibn 
cUmar, as highlighted by Schacht (1967: 176), was particularly revered, especially by al-
6KƗILcƯ It is even more remarkable, therefore, that the second tradition in this section of .LWƗE 
al-ƗWKƗU has the LVQƗG $Eǌ ণDQƯfa <1ƗILc<Ibn cUmar.  
In the following section of ƖWKƗU, titled Chapter on Strong Beer (al-QDEƯGK al-VKDGƯG)9, 
which seems to be a response to opponents who are arguing that the beverages drunk by the 
Prophet and his Companions were never alcoholic, there is a very interesting statement reported 
on the authority of $Eǌ ণDQƯID from his master, ণammƗG It is in fact an anecdote told by 
ণDPPƗG, who explains how he reneged from his initial position of abstention after visiting the 
home of the venerated jurist of Kufa, ,EUƗKƯP al-NakhacƯ (d. ca. 96/717).ণDPPƗG had visited 
,EUƗKƯP to partake in a meal; ,EUƗKƯP served him more than he had bargained for, requesting 
from either his wife or his servant a goblet of alcohol (QDEƯGK), which he duly set before his 
guest. It being after the meal, this was probably presented to ণamPƗG as a digestif. Whatever 
the occasion, ণDPPƗG politely refused the drink. ,EUƗKƯP was not well-pleased and so, in order 
to assuage ণDPPƗG, narrated a tradition on the authority of cAlqama, who reported that cAb-
GXOOƗK b. MascǌG would drink alcohol (QDEƯGK) after meals. With no doubt in his mind about 
the stature of Ibn MascǌG ণamPƗG needed to hear no more and unwaveringly shared in the 
drink with his host (Al-Shaybani 2008:703).   
                                                 
8
 See ۊadƯWK #5575, #5579, #5581 and #5588 in al-%XNKƗUƯ 
9
 1DEƯGK is a comprehensive designation for non-khamr intoxicating drinks, several kinds of which were produced 
in early Arabia, such as mizr (from barley) and bitac (from honey). See P. Heine, ³1DEƯG࡯ K࡯ ´in: Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. 
Consulted online on 20 March 2018 http://0-dx.doi.org.wam.leeds.ac.uk/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_5702. 
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That early Muslims were using alcohol as a digestif is also attested by a subsequent 
ۊaGƯWK in .LWƗE al-ƗWKƗU reported on the authority of $Eǌ ণDQƯID via $Eǌ IsতƗT al-6DEƯcƯ and 
cAmr b. 0D\PǌQ al-$ZDGƯ to cUmar b. al-Kha৬৬Ɨb: µ7KH Muslims have a camel for food, the 
neck of which belongs to the House of cUmar! And the meat of this camel is not digested in 
our stomachs except with the help of strong alcohol (al-QDEƯGK al-VKDGƯG¶ (ibid: 705). Al-
6KD\EƗQƯ lends his support, adding that it was a tradition which informed Abǌ ণanƯID¶V juris-
prudence. 
 
A Hermeneutic of Reconciliation 
$Eǌ Jacfar al-৫aতƗZƯ (d. 321/933) is not only one of ,VODP¶V foremost legal minds, he is also 
the author of the most widely accepted articulation of Sunni orthodoxy, known as the cal-$TƯGD 
al-ܑaۊƗZL\\D In the preamble to his Sharۊ MacƗQƯ al-ƖWKDU, al-৫aতƗZƯ states that his principal 
motivation for writing what posthumously proved to be the most sophisticated and thorough 
apology for ণaQDIƯ jurisprudential thought was to salvage the Prophetic Sunna: µ$ knowledge-
able companion of mine has requested that I record in writing those received traditions (ƗWKƗU 
PD¶WKǌUD) of the Messenger of God which relate to legal judgments (aۊNƗm) that the people of 
deviance and weak-mind (ahl al-ilۊƗG wa l-ڲacfa) have erroneously taken to be contradictory 
because of: 1) their lack of knowledge regarding the abrogating (QƗVLNK) and the abrogated 
(PDQVǌNK); and 2) their lack of knowledge concerning what must be put into practice from 
these [traditions], as testified by the Clear Book (al-.LWƗE al-QƗܒiq) and the agreed-upon Sunna´ 
(Al-৫aতƗZƯ 2001: 1.7). In essence, al-৫aতƗZƯ means to say that the failure to develop a proper 
hermeneutic to accommodate conflicting or contradictory ƗWKƗU has led to the rejection of 
some²and perhaps even many²soundly-transmitted traditions. Specific individuals and 
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groups are not identified, but it is obvious that he means by this many early and contempora-
neous masters²al-%XNKƗUƯ and other ܇iۊƗۊ authors are no doubt embraced by this statement.10 
The VWDWHPHQW¶V tone is obviously very bold, and al-৫aতƗZƯ is not always successful at doing 
what he sets out to. Notwithstanding this, it is clear from the Sharۊ that he is an ardent ণanDIƯ 
who will mobilise all of his artillery in defence of his 6FKRRO¶V doctrines and praxis.  
The chapter on alcoholic beverages in the Sharۊ must have been a devastating blow for 
the agenda of the traditionists and all jurists of non-Hanafi persuasion, who were invariably 
prohibitionist on the question of alcohol, especially the 6KƗILcƯV indeed for them the blow must 
have been redoubled, for the Sharۊ presents a sophisticated critique of their legal doctrine on 
alcohol by an ex-6KƗILcƯ And although not yet canonised, al-%XNKƗUƯ¶V -ƗPic al-܈aۊƯۊ and 
0XVOLP¶V al-Musnad al-܈aۊƯۊ would both have been directly challenged by the Sharۊ since it 
highlights the partiality of both for their failure to report the full range of soundly-transmitted 
traditions relating to alcoholic beverages.  
The section in al-৫aতƗZƯ¶V Sharۊ on alcoholic beverages has three primary aims: 1) to 
set out the full-range of traditions on alcoholic beverages; 2) to isolate (uncooked) grape wine 
as the only prohibited alcoholic beverage; and 3) to demonstrate the robustness of the ণanDIƯ 
position, specifically the position of $Eǌ ণDQƯID, on alcohol. The task required of al-৫aতƗZƯ 
the crafting of a hermeneutic framework seldom encountered in early jurisprudential literature.  
Al-৫aতƗZƯ begins by asking the question, what is the prohibited khamr? The response 
of almost all non-ণaQDIƯ jurists to this question was by now clearly formulated: anything that 
has the capacity to inebriate is khamr, whatever its source may be. Indeed to non-ণanDIƯV the 
very question would have seemed absurd. Their position, however, was secure only for as long 
as the proverbial elephant in the room was ignored: in this case a corpus of traditions that 
                                                 
10
 This may be surmised from the fact that al-৫aতƗZƯLQFOXGHVLQHDFKFKDSWHURIthe Sharۊ relevant and indicative 
তDGƯWKVFROOHFWHGE\WKH ܇iۊƗۊ authors.  
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clearly granted permission to Muslims to consume a wide range of alcoholic, potentially ine-
briating, beverages made of non-grape sources. The first is the tradition of cƮVD who reports 
that his father sent him to Anas b. 0ƗOLN for a need; cƮVD saw that Anas had with him a strong 
ܒLOƗ Here al-৫aতƗZƯ provides commentary: ܒLOƗ is a beverage which inebriates in large 
amounts²yet despite this Anas did not consider it to be khamr (Al-৫aতƗZƯ 2001: 4.6). Ac-
cording to al-৫aতƗZƯ µ,W is therefore clear from what we have described that khamr, according 
to Anas, was not from every intoxicating beverage; it was rather only from certain EHYHUDJHV¶ 
(ibid: 4.6). In further support of this notion, al-৫aতƗZƯ then quotes another tradition, this time 
on the authority of c$EGXOOƗK b. c$EEƗV which sets apart khamr from other intoxicating bev-
erages in very clear terms: µKhamr is prohibited for its substance (bi-cayni-KƗ) but only that 
amount which intoxicates [is prohibited] in every other beverage (wa l-sukr min kulli VKDUƗE¶ 
(ibid: 4.7). Al-৫aতƗZƯ again provides an explanatory note: µ,W is clear from [the tradition of Ibn 
c$EEƗV@ that things besides khamr which are prohibited to drink at the point of intoxication are 
[in fact] permissible to drink in lesser quantities which do not cause intoxication. The judgment 
for these things is [the same] as the judgement for khamr before it was prohibited¶ (ibid: 4.7).  
This is an emotive account: al-৫aতƗZƯ who here represents the ণDQDIƯ School, sets out 
a signally conflicting position on alcohol to the position of the prohibitionists. He goes further 
than this: rather than reject outright the traditions which seemingly challenge his doctrine on 
alcohol, he takes as given their validity, since they at the very least represent the views of the 
opposing camp, for which he demonstrates utmost respect; he therefore proceeds with a careful 
dissection of them, seeking wherever possible to harmonise between them and traditions per-
mitting alcohol. The traditions he selects for analysis were widely cited by prohibitionists²
they are traditions which would be familiar to many Muslims today, as they are quoted ad 
nauseum by contemporary supporters of absolute prohibition.  
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The first of them is the report of $Eǌ Hurayra, transmitted with multiple chains, ac-
cording to which the Prophet said: µKhamr is from these two trees alone: the vine and the date-
SDOP¶11 The tradition broadens the scope of khamr to include date wine as well as grape wine. 
Al-৫aতƗZƯ suggests three ways this tradition can be harmonised with the view of the ণanafis²
that only wine from grapes is khamr. The first hermeneutic possibility is that the statement of 
the Prophet does not encompass both trees but only one of them: in this case, the sole referent 
of the prohibition is the vine. The 4XU¶DQ (8: 130) is cited in support: µ2 Jinn and Men, did not 
come from you all PHVVHQJHUV"¶ Al-৫aতƗZƯ points out that µWKH messengers are from men 
[only] and not MLQQ¶ A tradition of c8EƗGD b. al-ৡƗPLW is also cited, in which the Prophet ex-
plained to the companions who had pledged the oath of allegiance at cAqaba that corporal 
punishment is an expiation for anyone who commits the crimes of associationism, theft or 
adultery; al-৫aতƗZƯ again suggests that this statement is qualified: µ:H all know that someone 
who commits associationism (shirk) is never forgiven, even if he is SXQLVKHG¶ It is through an 
inter-textual approach that al-৫aতƗZƯ is able to exclude non-grape alcohols from a general pro-
nouncement. 
The second hermeneutic possibility is that the Prophet did in fact mean both trees to-
gether but only that which is fermented from them both is to be counted as khamr. This, ac-
cording to al-৫aতƗZƯ is the view of $Eǌ ণDQƯID $Eǌ <ǌVXI and Muতammad al-6KD\EƗQƯ as 
it relates to fermented raisins and dates. The last hermeneutic possibility suggested by our jurist 
is also the one he clearly favours, since it links nicely with the tradition of Ibn c$EEƗV above: 
what is meant by the µkhamr of JUDSHV¶ is the very juice itself, after it has been through the 
process of fermentation; as for the µkhamr of GDWHV¶ it is the point at which date juice begins 
to cause inebriation (ibid: 4.4). In this way, al-৫aতƗZƯ is able to neutralise the efficacy of this 
                                                 
11
 This is reported by Muslim (Al-Kutub al-Sitta 2008), ۊDGƯWK#5142 and #5143.  
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tradition, thus preserving the status of narrow prohibition to grapes alone; and these three her-
meneutic possibilities are equally applicable to what is known as the hadith of cUmar, which is 
narrated by his son, c$EGXOOƗK µ, heard cUmar on the pulpit of the Prophet saying: ³2 people! 
Indeed the prohibition of khamr descended at a time when it was [made] from five: dates, 
grapes, honey, barley and wheat; indeed khamr is that [beverage] which clouds the mind (al-
khamr PƗ NKƗPDUD l-caql´¶ (ibid: 4.5). 
Concluding his discussion on the scope of the term khamr, al-৫aতƗZƯ makes the fol-
lowing defiant remark: µ7KHUHIRUH we are witnesses by God that grape juice, once fermented, 
is prohibited; we will not be witnesses by Him, however, that other beverages besides, when 
fermented, are also prohibited. This is because, in the case of khamr, we are sure of its prohi-
bition in the 4XU¶DQ However, we cannot say the same of other beverages. Therefore khamr is 
prohibited in large and small quantities, whereas other kinds of drink are only prohibited when 
they [begin to cause] inebriation²in all other cases they are permitted. This is our view (i.e. 
the view of the ণanDIƯV), and it is the position of $Eǌ ণDQƯfa, $Eǌ <ǌVXI and Muতammad (al-
6KD\EƗQƯ may God have mercy on them all. The only exception to all of this is the case of 
fermented raisins and dates [when they are mixed], since this [combination] was disliked by 
them (NDULKǌ¶ (ibid: 4.7). The statement is very poignant, because it illustrates that there is 
more al-৫aতƗZƯ wants to prove than simply a legal argument: he is, above and beyond mere 
legalism, seeking to salvage what he believes is a marker of 6XQQƯ Islam.12 
In the subsequent section al-৫aতƗZƯ asks, what amount of QDEƯGK is prohibited? By 
asking this question al-7ƗতƗZƯ is taking a stand against jurists who peddle the view that all 
                                                 
12
 The force of this declaration can be understood more fully when one considers the position of al-৫aতƗZƯwithin 
6XQQƯ ,VODP. In the introduction to his translation of al-৫aতƗZƯ¶VFUHHG+DP]D<XVXI  22) clarifies al-
৫aতƗZƯ¶Vstanding³,WLVKRZHYHUWKHGLVWLQFWLRQRI,PƗPDO-৫aতƗZƯ¶VFUHHGWRKDYHJDLQHGWKHZLGHVWDFFHSWDQFH
as it is embraced even by the less speculative ণDQEDOƯVFKRROWKDWJHQHUDOO\FHQVXUHGWKHPRUHFDSDFLRXVVFKRROV
RI ,PƗP DO-AshcDUƯ DQG ,PƗP DO-0ƗWXUƯGƯ´ ,Q elucidating upon al-৫aতƗZƯ¶V PHWKRGRORJ\ <XVXI  23) 
VWDWHV³Al-৫aতƗZƯUHOLHVRQWKHDXWKRULW\RIVXFKLOOXVWULRXVPHQDV$EǌণDQƯIDZKRVHFUHHGLVWKHEDVLVRIKLV
own treatise. The text was accepted by the Muslims, and especially used by those who adhere to the ণDQDIƯ
VFKRRO´ 
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alcoholic beverages are legally speaking khamr because of their potentially inebriating power. 
In this discussion, he demarcates all non-grape-based alcohols as a separate category from 
grape-based alcohols, terming the former as QDEƯGK In support of this taxonomy, he cites two 
traditions in particular which form the foundation of the argument supporting general prohibi-
tion: the first is the তDGƯWK of Ibn cUmar: µ(YHU\ intoxicant is khamr, and every khamr is pro-
KLELWHG¶ the second, the তDGƯWK of cƖPLU b. Sacd: µ, forbid you [even] a small amount of that 
which inebriates in large TXDQWLWLHV¶ There are tens of traditions listed by al-৫aতƗZƯ of the 
same vein. Astonishingly, our jurist concludes that the traditions, despite their number and 
clarity, are not conclusive, since they could imply, as understood by the advocates of general 
prohibition, that all alcohol is forbidden, and they could imply that alcohol is prohibited only 
at the point at which it causes intoxication. There is a need, argues al-৫aতƗZƯ for supporting 
evidence which might resolve the ambiguity²evidence which he goes on to furnish in abun-
dance. 
ণDPPƗP b. al-ণƗULWK is quoted, who says that cUmar b. al-Kha৬৬ƗE was once on a jour-
ney when he was brought some QDEƯGK. After drinking some of it he was seen to grimace be-
cause of its strength. He called for water, which he used to dilute the beverage before returning 
to drink (ibid: 4.12). In another tradition, cUmar is said to have requested QDEƯGK after he was 
stabbed several times by his assassins; he used the intoxicating QDEƯGK for its anaesthetising 
property, which provided relief from the pain of his stab wounds. He of course died from these 
shortly afterwards (ibid: 4.12). In another tradition, cUmar again is quoted, this time as saying: 
µ:H drink from this QDEƯGK a drink which breaks down the meat in our stomachs so that it does 
not harm XV¶ The narrator, cAmr b. 0D\PǌQ then adds that, he drank from c8PDU¶V QDEƯGK 
and found it to be one of the strongest he had imbibed (ibid: 4.12). In a particularly revealing 
tradition a drunk man is brought to cUmar for a flogging. cUmar duly metes out the punishment, 
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after which the man complains that he had only drunk from c8PDU¶V drink. cUmar replied rather 
disinterestedly, µ6R ZKDW"¶ suggesting that this was no excuse for the man's drunkenness.  
That al-৫aতƗZƯ adduces traditions of cUmar throughout his discussion on alcohol war-
rants a comment. It is interesting that cUmar is generally not as frequently cited in support of 
ণDQDIƯ doctrines as are cAli and Ibn MascǌG (Schacht 1967:31). These two are described by 
Schacht as the most important authorities of the Iraqians. So why should cUmar be cited with 
greater frequency than is usual in chapters of ণDQDIƯ law? It is probably the fact that cUmar 
was held by the 0ƗOLNƯV and 6KƗILcƯ¶V as the most important legal authority after the Prophet. 
In fact, as Schacht notes, µ7KH role of cUmar as a main authority of the Medinese is explicitly 
stated in many passages in Tr. III, for instance in S. 87: ³<RX reply: If something is related 
from cUmar, one does not ask why and how, and one does not counter it by interpreting the 
Koran GLIIHUHQWO\´¶ (Schacht 1967:25). There could not therefore have been an authority more 
useful for al-৫aতƗZƯ¶V defense than cUmar, at least in his debate with fellow 6XQQƯ jurists. Al-
৫aতƗZƯ provides his own explanation: µ:H find cUmar b. al-Kha৬৬ƗE among those who have 
reported on the authority of the Messenger of God that he said, ³(YHU\ intoxicant is SURKLELWHG´ 
Yet there has also been reported from him the opinion that small amounts of strong QDEƯGK is 
permissible¶ (Al-৫aতƗZƯ 2001: 4.11). After adducing the many traditions of cUmar, numbering 
no less than nine, al-৫aতƗZƯ concludes by saying: µ6LQFH we have established on the basis of 
mentions on the authority cUmar that a small amount of strong QDEƯGK is permitted²the same 
cUmar who heard the Prophet say, µ(YHU\ intoxicant is prRKLELWHG¶²his behavior must surely 
be an indication that the Prophet meant only to prohibit that part of strong QDEƯGK which causes 
intoxication¶ (ibid: 4.13).      
After this, Ibn cUmar, the other great authority for the 0ƗOLNƯV and 6KƗILcƯ¶V is cited for 
traditions also permitting the drinking of QDEƯGK up till the point of intoxication. These further 
reinforce the position of course, but also provide variations of the traditions of cUmar, thereby 
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making any attempt to interpret them away almost impossible. These are too similar as to be 
worth presenting here. The last is a tradition with variations cited after this on the authority of 
$Eǌ 0ǌVƗ al-ƖVKcDUƯ a tradition which Ibn Rushd also presents in his legal compendium, 
%LGƗ\DW al-mujtahid, as a foundational proof of the Kufians: this tradition one might have ex-
pected sooner in the narrative, since it is a tradition from the Prophet. $Eǌ 0ǌVƗ said, µ7KH 
Messenger of God sent me and MucƗGK to Yemen. We said, µ2 Messenger of God, there are 
two drinks there they make from wheat and barley. One of them is called mizr (made from 
maize), the other is called bitac (made from honey); which one should we GULQN"¶ He replied, 
µ'ULQN them both but do not get GUXQN¶´ (cf. Siddiqui 2012: 96). These traditions could come 
as a shock for many modern Muslims, particularly the latter, which is a variation of the better-
known tradition collected by al-%XNKƗUƯ In his -ƗPLc al-܈aۊƯۊ, the narrative is altogether con-
tradictory: $Eǌ 0ǌVƗ says, µ7KH Prophet sent me and MucƗGK to Yemen. We said, ³2 Prophet 
of God, in that land there is a drink from wheat called mizr and a drink from honey called 
bitac.´ The Prophet said, ³(YHU\ intoxicating [drink] is SURKLELWHG´¶13 How are these contra-
dictory traditions to be received? Both are conversations between the Prophet and $Eǌ 0ǌVƗ 
however, both cannot represent historical fact. Today, Muslims would have no difficulty in 
deciding which of them represents the Sunna; in the age of al-৫aতƗZƯ the -ƗPLc al-܈aۊƯۊ had 
not yet attained canonical status, which would make taking a position on one side or the other 
much more difficult. Why al-৫aতƗZƯ relegates this statement of the Prophet until the end of his 
discussion may seem unusual but in fact would have been perfectly consistent with the ap-
proach of other jurists within his School as well as 0ƗOLNƯ jurists. As Schacht discovers, µ7KH 
attitude of the Iraqians and of the Medinese to legal traditions is essentially the same, and 
differs fundamentally from that of al-6KƗILcƯ >«@ both the Iraqians and the Medinese neglect 
                                                 
13
 Al-%XNKƗUƯal-Kutub al-Sitta 2008), তDGƯWK #4344 and #4345; see also the report of Muslim (al-Kutub al-
Sitta 2008) তDGƯWK #5216. 
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traditions from the Prophet in favour of systematic conclusions from general rules, or of opin-
ions of the Companions¶ (Schacht 1967: 21).  
 
Legalistic Appraisals 
According to Meron (1969:6) the Tuۊfat al-IXTDKƗ¶ of c$OƗ¶ al-GƯQ al-6DPDUTDQGƯ (d. 
539/1144), marks the emergence of a methodical approach in ণDQDIƯ law which attains a new 
degree of refinement, with every ³%RRN´ and every chapter starting with an enumeration of 
topics, followed by an orderly discussion of them. We might also consider this as marking a 
shift to a paradigm of codification of jurisprudential thought, in which legal proofs give way 
to a quest for typology.  
Al-6DPDUTDQGƯ¶V discussion of alcoholic beverages begins with a list of drinks and their 
descriptions (SamarqandƯ 1995: 3.325-326). He then provides the legal judgement (ۊukm) for 
each one. Khamr is of course prohibited (ۊDUƗP) both in small and large quantities (TDOƯOXKƗ 
wa NDWKƯUXKƗ); it is impermissible to derive any utility from it, not even for its medicinal qual-
ities; the one who denies this is to be excommunicated, because its prohibition is µFOHDUO\ es-
tablished by a categorical text of the 4XU¶DQ (thabatat bi-na܈܈ al-4XU¶ƗQ¶ owning or trading 
it is prohibited; a ۊadd punishment of eighty lashes is applied for one who drinks even a small 
amount of it. There is nothing particularly remarkable here (SamarqandƯ 1995: 3.327). 
The legal ruling, says al-6DPDUTDQGƯ for sakar, QDTƯc, faڲƯNK and EƗGKLT is one and the 
same: they are ۊDUƗP to drink in both small and large quantities, however their prohibited 
status is lower than the status of khamr²therefore, one who denies that they are prohibited is 
not excommunicated and one who drinks them in amounts that do not intoxicate is not sub-
jected to the ۊadd punishment. Al-6DPDUTDQGƯ points out that there is no unanimity upon these 
beverages being prohibited: he cites Bishr al-0XUVƯ (d. 228/842), a student of $Eǌ ণDQƯID as 
someone who considered all permissible based on ۊDGƯWK traditions. As selling or owning these 
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drinks, $Eǌ ণDQƯID considered it permissible whereas $Eǌ <ǌVǌI and Muতammad al-6KD\EƗQƯ 
considered this ۊaram. Al-6DPDUTDQGƯ prefers $Eǌ ণDQƯID¶V opinion, which is rationalised as 
follows: the traditions regarding these drinks are conflicting with regard to their permissibility; 
we only say that they are ۊDUƗP by way of caution. This should not take away the right of 
people to trade in them.  
The legal ruling for ܒLOƗ¶, QDEƯGK1 and QDEƯGK2 is one and the same: they are permissible 
in small quantities; only at the point of intoxication are they ۊDUƗP and if someone gets inebri-
ated from drinking them, he is subjected to the ۊadd punishment. We are told that this is the 
view of $Eǌ ণDQƯID and $Eǌ <ǌVXI from Muতammad al-6KD\EƗQƯ two opinions are reported: 
one is the view that these are prohibited and the ۊadd is imposed when someone gets inebriated 
by them. A second opinion is presented in al-6KD\EƗQƯ¶V own words: µ, do not prohibit [these] 
but neither do I drink >WKHP@¶ Al-6DPDUTDQGƯ says unequivocally that the correct position is 
that of $Eǌ ণDQƯID and $Eǌ <ǌVXI for their conformity with the majority of Companions who 
also held that to drink these beverages is permissible. He further says that $Eǌ ণDQƯID held that 
to believe these drinks are permissible is a mark (cDOƗPD) of the people of the Sunna and the 
-DPƗca, i.e. 6XQQƯ orthodoxy. Concluding his discussion, al-6DPDUTDQGƯ says that alcohol 
made from wheat, barley, maize, honey, fig and the like are all permissible. Astonishingly, he 
says that there is no ۊadd punishment for drinking these, even if someone gets drunk (Al-
6DPDUTDQGƯ 1995: 3.326-8).     
   Given that %DGƗ¶Lc al-܈DQƗ¶Lc of c$OƗ¶ al-'ƯQ $Eǌ Bakr b. MascǌG al-.ƗVƗQƯ (Meron 
1969: 82) is based heavily on al-6DPDUTDQGƯ¶V Tuۊfa it is worth a brief remark here. The chap-
ter on alcoholic beverages is eye-opening. The same drinks listed in the Tuۊfa as ۊDUƗP are 
listed as such here: khamr, sakar, faڲƯNK and QDTƯc; the same qualification is stated: no ۊadd is 
imposed on the one who drinks the latter three unless they become inebriated. ܑLOƗ¶, EƗGKLT, 
muna܈܈af and muthallath are all permissible up until the last intoxicating cup; MXPKǌUƯ, mizr 
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and bitac may be drunk without any fear of corporal chastisement, even if one were to drink 
beyond the point of inebriation. Interestingly, al-.ƗVƗQƯ argues that there are two ways some-
one can become inebriated: a ۊDUƗP way and a ۊDOƗO way. He also says that the non-Muslim 
subjects of the Islamic lands²the Ahl al-dhimma²are allowed to drink all types of alcohol, 
including khamr, without fear of punishment, even if they become inebriated in the process. 
$Eǌ ণDQƯID is quoted as saying that QDEƯGK is never to be prohibited: ³$Eǌ ণDQƯID deemed the 
permissibility of al-muthallath to be from the markers of the Doctrine of the Sunna and the 
Community (Madhhab al-Sunna wa l--DPƗca). He said by way of clarification: µ,W (this doc-
trine) is to prefer the two shaykhs $Eǌ Bakr and cUmar), to consider an obligation the circum-
cision, to deem valid the wiping over the leather socks and not prohibiting QDEƯGK wine because 
to do so would be to castigate the foremost Companions (may god be pleased with them); 
withholding from declaring them sinners, and refraining from criticizing them, are from the 
markers of the Sunna and the &RPPXQLW\¶´ .ƗVƗQƯ 2003: 6:473-474).  
 
ণDQDIƯ Law in the Context of Bureaucratic Governmentality 
  
A number of scholars have previously noted a so-called ³shift´ in ণDQDIƯ legal thinking 
on alcohol, which, it is claimed, took place around the 12th century. Najam Haider (2013) is 
one such scholar. He points to the jurisprudential work of %XUKƗQ al-'ƯQ al-0DUJKLQƗQƯ (d. 
593/1196) as the turning point. According to Haider, the shift was prompted partly by increas-
ing pressure exerted on the ণDQDIƯV by the 0ƗOLNƯV and 6KƗILcƯ¶V This claim, however, is not 
borne out in the literature as will be demonstrated below.  
 
%XUKƗQ al-DƯQ al-0DUJKLQƗQƯ (d. 593/1196), al-+LGƗ\D 
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Al-0DUJKLQƗQƯ¶V commentary on the %LGƗ\DW al-PXEWDGƯ marks a shift in ণDQDIƯ jurisprudential 
thinking on alcohol: for the first time, it would seem, the position ascribed to al-6KD\EƗQƯ fa-
vouring general prohibition is presented on a par with the ণDQDIƯ position of narrow prohibi-
tion. Many of the traditional ণDQDIƯ arguments in support of narrow prohibition are still pre-
sented in the +LGƗ\D, and the 6KƗILcƯ school in particular is targeted in critique which is at times 
stinging. It is noteworthy that al-6KD\EƗQƯ¶V view in support of general prohibition is but a line, 
and is virtually unsupported by the popular Traditionist arguments in support of general prohi-
bition. What can be inferred, therefore, is that al-0DUJKLQƗQƯ is merely making the prohibition 
of alcohol an option, probably for authorities (although he does not describe it as a fatwa), and 
certainly for non-State authorities who may be seeking legitimacy for an outright ban of alco-
hol²teachers, parents, community leaders, and so on. 
Al-0DUJKLQƗQƯ¶V list of beverages is typical: khamr is by definition the intoxicating 
drink made of uncooked grapes and dates; it is unconditionally prohibited, and the one found 
drinking it in large or small quantities is subject to corporal punishment. ܑ LOƗ/EƗGKLT, muna܈܈af, 
sakar and QDTƯc are all prohibited but their status is not ۊDUƗP²it is rather ۊDUƗP PDNUǌK, 
which here implies that the scriptural basis for deeming these prohibited was not of a level of 
conclusiveness that could permit an outright declaration. The implications of this are that one 
who is found drinking these beverages cannot be punished unless he has exceeded the legal 
threshold that would render him VDNUƗQ (drunk). All other drinks are fine (OƗ ED¶VD bi-KƗ²there 
is nothing wrong with them), and include alcohols made from wheat, barley, maize and honey. 
Al-0DUJKLQƗQƯ (1999: 2.399) ascribes to $Eǌ ণDQƯID the view that the category of drinks OƗ 
ED¶VD bi-KƗ are ۊDOƗO even beyond the legal threshold²in theory, one could get drunk imbibing 
them without there being any legal implications. This view is not shared by al-6KD\EƗQƯ of 
course, for whom they are all ۊDUƗP and could result in eighty lashes for their drinker who 
exceeds the legal threshold.    
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Fakhr al-DƯQ al-ণasan b. ManৢǌU 4ƗঌƯNKƗQ (d. 593/1196), )DWƗZƗ 4ƗڲƯNKƗQ 
4ƗঌƯNKƗQ contemporary of al-0DUJKLQƗQƯ from Transoxania, maintains quite expectedly that 
khamr is ۊDUƗP (2009: 3.81-90). All other drinks, however, are treated with varying degrees 
of tolerance: even when they are prohibited, exceptional production methods can make them 
ۊDOƗO %ƗGKLT is one such drink, which, according to 4ƗঌƯNKƗQ becomes ۊDUƗP when fully 
fermented, with a punishment associated with it whenever it is drunk beyond the legal thresh-
old. However, if it maintains its sweet flavor, it is ۊDOƗO (ibid.). Muna܈܈af is fine as well, unless 
it reaches full fermentation; Muthallath is unconditionally ۊDOƗO, although there is a punishment 
for drinking it to excess, as are MXPKǌUƯ and ۊXPD\GƯ/bukhtuj (ibid.). From the sources which 
are non-grape and date, permissibility is once again the default²alcohols from pear and apple 
are listed, as are the beverages from the ۊXEǌE (wheat, barley and maize). There are no reper-
cussions, according to 4ƗঌƯNKƗQ for drinking any of these, even if they are imbibed to excess 
(i.e. beyond the point of intoxication) (ibid.).   
 
Al-Shaykh Ni਌ƗP al-)DWƗZƗ l-Hindiyya/al-)DWƗZƗ al-cƖODPJƯUL\\D 
A compendium of ণDQDIƯ legal opinions commissioned by Mughal Sultan $ZUDQJ]ƯE cƖODPJƯU 
(r. 1068-1118/158-1707), this work was compiled under the supervision of Shaykh Ni਌ƗP of 
BurতDQSǌU (d. 1089/1678) who oversaw a group of over forty ণDQDIƯ experts, each of whom 
contributed to what was a relatively unique project in its time. Despite its title, the text does 
not fit the usual form of the fatwa genre: the opinions collected in it are not those of muftis but 
rather legal opinions culled from earlier collections of ণDQDIƯ law, especially the +LGƗ\D It is 
no surprise, therefore, that the verdict on alcoholic beverages is a virtual replica of al-Mar-
JKLQƗQƯ¶V discussion. The distinguishing feature, however, is a statement at the end of the sur-
vey of alcoholic beverages, a fatwa no less, issued in support of general prohibition: 
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As for those [alcoholic beverages] which are considered ۊDOƗO according to the majority of schol-
ars, they are ܒLOƗ (which is muthallath), QDEƯGK of dates and raisins. These are permissible to drink 
up until the point of intoxication for the purposes of digesting food, medication and to energise 
oneself for the worship of God; it is not [permissible] for wanton diversion. It becomes ۊDUƗP 
[to drink] at the point at which it causes inebriation. This is the statement of most [jurists]. If 
someone gets drunk, then the ۊadd is applied to him; it is permissible to sell these [drinks] and 
to insure them against loss, according to $Eǌ ণDQƯID and $Eǌ <ǌVXI this is also the soundest 
opinion that has been reported from Muতammad [al-6KD\EƗQƯ@. And in a report from him, small 
and large amounts of these are ۊDUƗP, though no ۊadd is applied as long as there is no intoxica-
tion. This is what is found in the MuۊƯܒ of al-6DUDNKVƯ The fatwa in our times is in accordance 
with [this view] of Muতammad, such that a person who becomes inebriated from alcoholic drinks 
made of grains, honey, milk and figs is to be punished; this is because the sinning folk (IXVVƗT) 
congregate for these drinks in our time, with the intention of getting drunk and for wanton diver-
sion (2000: 5.497.)      
Unlike al-6DPDUTDQGƯ who highlights the problem of the veracity of this statement from al-
6KD\EƗQƯ Ni਌ƗP beyond presenting it as the basis for the fatwa, has nothing more to say.  
 
Muতammad $PƯQ Ibn c$ELGƯQ (d. 1252/1836), Radd al-muۊWƗU  
Ibn c$ELGƯQ was the Ottoman G\QDVW\¶V last great Shaykh al-Islam. His discussion on alcoholic 
beverages, as set out in his commentary on the Durr al-mukhtƗU, reinforces the position of 
many Ottoman grand muftis before him:  
It is according to the position of Muতammad (al-ShaybƗnƯ) that the fatwa is given. 
This is also the doctrine of the three imƗms (MƗlik, ShaficƯ and Aতmad), based on 
his statement, upon him be peace, ³(YHU\ intoxicant is khamr, and every intoxicant 
is ۊarƗm´ This is reported by Muslim. Also, he said, upon him be peace, ³:KDW
ever intoxicates in large amounts is forbidden in small DPRXQWV´ This is reported 
by Aতmad, Ibn MƗjah and al-DƗraqu৬nƯ. This opinion has been deemed the sound-
est by the authors of al-MultaqƗ al-MawƗhib, al-KƗfiya wa l-NƗhiya, al-MicrƗj, 
Sharۊ al-Majmac, Sharۊ Durar al-BiۊƗr, al-QohistƗnƯ and cAynƯ, where each said 
[in one form or another]: the fatwa in our time is according to the position of 
Muতammad because of the preponderance of hedonism (fasƗd); some of them ra-
tionalized this further by speaking about the way that sinning folk (fussƗq) gather 
around these alcoholic beverages intending wanton distraction (lahw) and intoxi-
cation (sukr) (Ibn c$ELGƯQ 2003: 10.36).  
 
Interestingly, we are also provided with a definition of drunkenness, or the point at which 
someone might be deemed drunk (VDNUƗQ). Echoing the opinion of centuries of ণDQDIƯ tradi-
tion, Ibn cƖELGƯQ (2003: 6.74) tells us: ³He is drunk (al-VDNUƗQ) who cannot distinguish a man 
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from a woman (OƗ yufarriq bayna al-rajul wa l-PDU¶D), or the sky from earth (wa l-VDPƗ¶ wa 
l-DUڲ); it is said also that his speech becomes senseless jabber (\DNKWDOLܒ NDOƗPXKX).´ The con-
ditions under which one can legitimately drink alcohol, up until intoxication, are also set out 
by Ibn cƖELGƯQ (ibid: 10.35): alcoholic beverages may only be considered ۊDOƗO when used: 1) 
to aid digestion (LVWLPUƗ¶ al-ܒDcƗP; 2) for medicinal purposes (WDGƗZLQ); 3) to give one the 
strength for the worship of God (al-WDTDZZƯ cDOƗ ܒƗcat $OOƗK). Glossing this last point, he says, 
³6XFK beverages might energise a person to stand longer in prayer or aid fasting; they also 
provide aid in fighting the enemies of God (li TLWƗO acGƗ $OOƗK´ It is unanimously agreed, Ibn 
cƖELGƯQ adds, that drinking which results in distraction from RQH¶V duties (al-lahw) is ۊDUƗP.  
 Thus completes our exploration of Arabophone ণanafism. We now shift the focal point 
of this paper to India, the second powerbase of the school. 
 
III. From Baghdad to Delhi: ণanafism Relocated 
The significance of Indian (including Afghania and Bengal) ণanafism in the debates surround-
ing the ongoing contestations of orthodoxy within Sunni Islam cannot be downplayed due to 
three factors: firstly, on account that the living LVQƗGV of the canonical ণDGƯWK go through 
Barelwi and Deobandi Sufi networks which originate in Baghdad (and Kufa); secondly, Delhi 
becomes the centre of Islamicate knowledge production in Farsi and Urdu from the 18th century 
onwards, in addition to Arabic, largely through scholarly output and demographic weight; 
thirdly, the pronounced ণanafƯ identity which is idiosyncratic to non-Arab lands is palpable in 
jurisprudential polemics in India. The ণDQDIƯV were pitted against the Ahl-i-ণDGƯWK movement 
and with its prominent ideologue Siddiq Hasan Khan (d. 1307/1890) who deemed themselves 
the defenders of the canonical texts. Amidst the usual minutia of devotional acts and dogmata, 
the argument of QDEƯGK was once again reignited. Notwithstanding that, Indian ণanafism has 
an interesting internal schism of its own. Since the great reformer 6KƗK :DOLXOOƗK (d. 
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1176/1762), peripheral polemics, largely doctrinal, led to the split between what would later 
emerge as the Barelwi and Deobandi fatwa wars.14 What is of interest is that these warring 
ণDQDIƯV defend the VFKRRO¶V age-old position on QDEƯGK against their Ahl-i-ণDGƯWK detractors.  
6KƗK :DOLXOOǌK and the cXODPƗ¶ of )DUDQJKƯ Maতall played a pivotal role in shaping the 
popular Dars-i-1L]ƗPƯ V\OODEXV¶ তDGƯWK jurisprudential and theological curricula. Though the 
%DUHOZƯV and 'HREDQGƯV differ on doctrinal issues, both factions rely on the Dars-i-1L]ƗPƯ 
primers on dogmata such as Sharۊ al-c$TƗ¶LG al-Nasafiyya of al-7ƗIWƗ]ƗQƯ (d. 792/1390) and 
the MacƗQƯ al-$WKƗU of al-TaতƗZƯ Often both %DUHOZƯ and 'HREDQGƯ scholars, tend to delve 
into lengthy discussions in the super-commentaries on such textbooks, especially when they 
take issue with the wording if it ostensibly seems problematic. This is absent as the section on 
µQRW prohibiting QDEƯGK¶ (mabۊath OƗ nuۊarrim QDEƯGK al-tamar) in Sharۊ al-c$TƗ¶LG (Al-
7DIWD]ƗQƯ 165) is as it is, without any commentary, thus indicating that the doctrine is estab-
lished in Sunni orthodoxy and enshrined in the celebrated Dars-i-NiܲƗPƯ. Yusuf Kandhelwi (d. 
1384/1965) puts the authenticity of MacƗQƯ al-$WKƗU and its relevance over Sunan of $Eǌ 
'ƗZǌG -ƗPLc of al-7LUPLGKƯ and Sunan of Ibn 0ƗMDK (Kandhelwi: 1.63). As discussed earlier 
in this paper, al-৫aতƗZƯ¶V defence of QDEƯdh is elaborated in the MacƗQƯ al-$WKƗU. The MacƗQƯ 
is enshrined in the Dars-i-NiܲƗPƯ alongside the six Canonical works.  
The ণDQDIƯ cXODPƗ¶ are confronted with the 0ƗWXUƯGLWH doctrine of µQRW prohibiting 
QDEƯGK¶ claimed to be an emblem of Ahl al-Sunna and the তDGƯWK-centric nature of the Dars-i-
1L]ƗPƯ which prides itself on utilising the six Canonical works, which in turn undermine the 
very fabric of ণanafism.  
Some Indian ণDQDIƯV have internalised criticisms from the other schools and to use 
Montgomery :DWW¶V words µLQIOXHQFHG by UHDFWLRQ¶ as is the case with polemical wranglings. 
                                                 
14
 Keller, Nuh. ,VODP,PƗQDQG.XIU<http://shadhilitariqa.com/site/index.php?option=com_con-
tent&task=view&id=37&Itemid=20>   
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cAbd al-*KDIIƗU /XFNQRZƯ in his Urdu translation of =ƗG al-:LTƗ\D of the Dars-i-1L]ƗPƯ fa-
vourite Sharۊ al-:LTƗ\D deemed it necessary to provide a caution (IƗ¶LGD) after his faithful 
rendition of the section on QDEƯGK al-tamar. He is seemingly troubled by the position of the 
text (matn) which cannot be easily interpreted away. All too aware that any student of Urdu 
can understand his translation, lest the students get any ideas, he intervenes by bolstering the 
position of 0ƗOLN al-6KƗILcƯ and Aতmad with তDGƯWK and the dubious position of al-6KD\EƗQƯ 
Many elders (PDVKƗ¶LNK) have given the fatwa of [Imam] Muতammad in our times lest the 
sinning folk (IXVVƗT) would abuse this by becoming intoxicated (i.e. drinking irresponsi-
bly). Perhaps these তDGƯWK GLGQ¶W reach Imam-i-$¶]DP (VKƗ\DG imƗm-i-D¶]DP ko ye had-
ithein nahin pohnchein) (/XFNQRZƯ 2005:2:502). 
 
All too often µPD\EH the তDGƯWK GLGQ¶W reach KLP¶ (lacall al-ۊDGƯWK lam yablughu) is a patron-
ising cliché found in jurisprudential polemics against $Eǌ ণDQƯID and 0ƗOLN and cynically re-
produced here. Notwithstanding odd ণanafi capitulations, this being the best example of such, 
the dominant players in the polemics such as Aতmad Riza Khan (d. 1340/1921) and Ashraf 
c$OƯ Thanwi (d. 1362/1943), unequivocally defend the position of their shared school. 
The most exhaustive rebuttal of Ahl-i-ণDGƯWK criticism of the ণDQDIƯ VFKRRO¶V positions 
on devotional issues and dietary rules comes in the form of the monumental IcOƗ¶ al-Sunan by 
਋afar Aতmad c8WKPƗQƯ 7KDQZƯ (d. 1394/1974) which he carefully authored under the guidance 
of the great Deobandi ideologue 0DZOƗQƗ Ashraf c$OƯ 7KDQZƯ This apologetic work bears 
testimony to the position of the school and the very hypothesis of this article. c8WKPƗQƯ dedi-
cates roughly twenty seven pages on the topic of beverages and engages with the arguments 
put forward by the early masters such as al-৫aতƗZƯ and detractors such as Ibn ণajar al-cAsqal-
ƗQƯ (d. 852/1449). By way of illustration, the choice of subsection titles very much indicates 
his overall thesis. In this hadith collection, he begins the book on beverages with the µFKDSWHU 
on the impermissibility of ZLQH¶ (bƗb ۊurmat al-khamr). After adducing evidence from তDGƯWK 
(Aতmad, Muslim and al-1DVƗ¶Ư c8WKPƗQƯ declares that this hadith is an explicit statute (na܈܈) 
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on the impermissibility of the consumption of wine (khamr) and the sale of it. Its impermissi-
bility and it being impure is expressly stated in the QuU¶DQ To this extent the Muslim commu-
nity are in agreement, however there are types of beverages the vinous nature of which is de-
batable (LOOƗ DQQƗ IƯ NKXPUL\\DWLKƗ shubha´ (Al-c8WKPƗQƯ 1997:25-6). 
Al-'ƗUTX৬QƯ¶V (d. 385/995) narration from the Prophet which reads ³that which intoxi-
cates a lot, a little of it too is prohibited (PƗ askara NDWKƯUXKX fa TDOƯOXKX ۊDUƗP´ is all too 
often used by the other schools during the medieval period and the Ahl-i-ণDGƯWK in the contem-
porary era. In response to this, µ8WKPƗQƯ argues: 
«ZH say, we do not reject this তDGƯWK rather it is not explicit statute as you allege, because 
it is probable that what is implied is that it is prohibited in and of itself (ۊDUƗP OL¶D\QLKL) 
rather than intoxication (GǌQ sakrihi), like wine (khamr). Therefore it would mean wine is 
prohibited, in large and small quantities. This interpretation is our express position (wa 
KDGKƗ al-WD¶ZƯO huwa al-PXWD¶D\\XQ cLQGDQƗ) (ibid: 28). 
After making a lengthy defence of $Eǌ ণDQƯID¶V position, c8WKPƗQƯ concludes: 
«ZLWK this account the sum of the ambiguities regarding Abu ণDQƯID¶V position are dis-
pelled, however our elders have ruled on the statement of [Imam] Muতammad on the issue 
of intoxicating beverages due to it being closer to the manifest wording of the statutes and 
piety and far from distraction (WDODKKƯ) (ibid).  
What is telling here is a general motif in Deobandi exoteric Sufism, best exemplified in the 
missionary activities of the Tablighi Jamaat. Whenever spiritual advice or even fatwas are is-
sued on SharcƯD-silent PXEƗۊ issues, there is a propensity to put forward non-committal plati-
tudes such as µEHVW to avoid it¶. µc8WKPƗQƯ continues to comment on two তDGƯWK regarding honey 
mead, beer from wheat and barley: 
«WKH two তDGƯWK indicate that honey mead, maize, barley were not known to the Compan-
ions as µZLQHV¶ otherwise they need not have asked the Prophet after already knowing the 
prohibition of khamr, like they GLGQ¶W need to ask khamr of grapes and dates. This is evi-
dence that these beverages are not khamr in the literal sense, rather they have been applied 
as simile (wajh al-tashbih) since they share some qualities with it, especially clouding of 
the intellect and prohibition of intoxication. Therefore there is no proof from these তDGƯWK 
for he who claims that honey mead and other beers are literally ZLQH´ (ibid: 32-3). 
c8WKPƗQƯ goes on to argue that the Prophet calling these beverages khamr was for analogous 
purposes not for legislation. He brazenly boasts ³\RX have nothing to stand on (IDOƗ ۊujja lakum 
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IƯKL´ (ibid: 33). c8WKPƗQƯ highlights the hadith from al-৫aতƗZƯ µkhamr is prohibited in and of 
itself and intoxication from every other EHYHUDJH¶ 
«LW is clear from this the error of al-1DVƗ¶Ư al-Daruqu৬QƯ and others, whereby they erred 
in their narration of intoxication (sakar) without the letter PƯP by µFRUUHFWLQJ¶ it. The nar-
ration without the PƯP is authentic as $Eǌ 1D¶ƯP and others have narrated. 
c8WKPƗQƯ explains the hadith µkull muskirin ۊDUƗP wa kull muskirin khamr¶PHDQV 
«HYHU\ intoxicant is prohibited whether it is actual (ۊDTƯTDWDQ) or virtual (ۊukman). Ac-
tual khamr is prohibited in large or small quantities. Virtual khamr on the other hand is 
prohibited up to the point of intoxication. Therefore what is meant by the 3URSKHW¶V words 
³DOO LQWR[LFDQWV´ that all intoxicants, khamr and otherwise are ۊDUƗP, as for khamr, large 
or small quantities, whereas other beverages the intoxicating amount WKHUHRI´ (ibid: 36). 
c8WKPƗQƯ deals with the drinking of µVWURQJ intoxicating QDEƯGK¶ (al-nabƯdh al-shadƯd al-
muskir) by the second caliph cUmar ibn al-Kha৬৬ƗE This has massive implications for Sunni ± 
Shia relations. The Deobandi stance on Twelver Shiism is premised on the assumption that the 
Shia accuse senior Companions of consuming alcohol. c8WKPƗQƯ defends c8PDU¶V actions: 
Since the permissibility of drinking a small amount of strong QDEƯGK has been established 
from what we have mentioned regarding cUmar, and him hearing the Messenger of God 
saying ³HYHU\ intoxicant is SURKLELWHG´ him drinking this type of QDEƯGK is evidence that 
what the Messenger of God forbade was the intoxication from it only. It is probable that 
he heard this as a statement from the Prophet or a position of his own. His position is proof 
for us, especially if his aforementioned action in the reports indicate it was done in the 
presence of the Companions of the Messenger of God and none repudiated it. This too 
indicates they followed him in this. (ibid: 41).  
c8WKPƗQƯ goes on to say ³PDQ\ dear scholars (aۊEƗE) do not refer to the books of the folk in 
this regard and disparage them without NQRZOHGJH´ (ibid: 41).  
In sum, c8WKPƗQƯ¶V whole discussion is very much like the style of Fakhr al-'ƯQ al-
5Ɨ]Ư (d. 606/1210), who was notorious for µDGGXFLQJ dubious arguments in cash and accruing 
doubt by intHUHVW¶ (\ǌULGX al-shubaha naqdan, wa \XUEƯKL QDVƯ¶DWDQ), that is to say he deliber-
ately lost arguments and planted the seeds of doubt on a particular issue by faithfully repro-
ducing µKHWHURGR[¶ views and rebutting them with simply a sentence to say the aforementioned 
is wrong, and that µ*RG knows EHVW¶ (see for example al-5Ɨ]Ư 2000: 140). c8WKPƗQƯ decon-
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structs all arguments except the projection back to Imam Muতammad and his supposed posi-
tion. It seems like µ*RG knows EHVW¶ is a way of hedging all bets. Even Imam Ahmed Riza 
Khan (1991), the arch-nemesis of the Deoband Seminary, theoretically bolsters the position of 
his counterparts in his defending the position of $Eǌ ণDQƯID as being the normative fatwa of 
the school. 
 
IV. Defending Narrow Prohibition: :KDW¶V at Stake? 
It is clear that the ণDQDIƯs expended a great deal of effort to defend their position on narrow 
prohibition, even in those texts which gave precedence to the position of al-6KD\EDQƯ. In fact 
they were, and remain, the only school to dedicate a chapter (kitƗb) in their jurisprudential 
works to the subject of alcoholic beverages²KLWƗb al-ashriba, which is thus a hallmark of 
Hanafi jurisprudence. Other schools²6KƗILcƯ 0ƗOLNƯ and ণDQEDOƯ²would at most only dis-
cuss alcohol within the subject matter of corporal punishment, ۊXGǌd; this makes sense given 
that their position was one of general prohibition. This section examines the reasons underlying 
the ণDQDIƯ investment in the subject of alcoholic beverages; it explores why the School never 
relinquished the position, or madhhab, of its founder, $Eǌ ণDQƯID, even in the face of vitriolic 
criticism of their opponents and often scathing ad hominem arguments directed their way.  
The theological justifications given by the ণDQDIƯV in support of their view on alcohol 
are available in legal texts and doctrinal tracts. That the discussion of alcohol should be in-
cluded in the latter genre is hugely significant for it precludes the possibility of change. For 
ণDQDIƯV the permissibility of alcohol was never merely a legal position²it was no less than a 
marker of 6XQQƯ identity. Al-cDTƗ¶LG al-Nasafiyya, the most famous and widely taught ণDQDIƯͲ
0ƗWXUƯGƯ credo, written by Najm al-'ƯQ al-NasafƯ (d. 537/1142), contains the following decla-
ration: µ:H approve the wiping on the two inner shoes (al-khuffayn) on a journey and at RQH¶V 
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abode; we do not prohibit as unlawful the QDEƯGK of dates (al-tamr¶ (Elder 1950: 155-6).15 In 
the %DGƗ¶Lc of al-.ƗVƗQƯ the doctrine on alcohol is articulated in starker terms, perhaps because 
of his location in Transoxiana, which tended to towards a more purist form of ণDQDIƯVP than 
one might meet in Baghdad, Delhi or Istanbul: here we are told that $Eǌ ণDQƯID¶V doctrine was 
that QDEƯGK al-khamr, literally, date-wine, should not be prohibited, again because to do so 
would imply that the senior Companions of the Prophet, who were known to have consumed 
it, were sinning for doing so. Such high stakes; such powerful doctrinal statements. The doc-
trine constitutes a response to all prohibitionist jurists from among the 0ƗOLNƯV 6KƗILcƯV ণan-
EDOƯV and the 6KƯca. But it must surely have been directed more specifically at 6KƯca opponents, 
who would require convincing not so much that the traditions in support of alcoholic beverages 
were authentic²about this the 6KƯca were in little doubt²but rather that the Companions who 
were recorded in the annals of history as having consumed alcohol had religious justification 
for doing so. In this context the ণDQDIƯ defence of alcoholic beverages constitutes a 6XQQƯ 
defence of the Companions, as made plain by the famous quote of $Eǌ ণDQƯID reported in 
virtually every ণanafi legal text.     
The basis for the doctrine of narrow prohibition in almost all places in ণDQDIƯ law where 
one meets the discussion of alcoholic beverages rests in stories of prominent Companions and 
indeed the Prophet himself. Non-scriptural rationalisations are seldom met with; an exception, 
however, is found in al-0DEVǌܒ, penned by the last great mujtahid  of ণDQDIƯ law, al-SarakhVƯ 
(d. 483/1090): 
                                                 
15
 $VWKRXJKRQFXHWKHFUHHG¶V$VKcDUƯFRPPHQWDWRU6Dcd al-'ƯQDO-7DIWD]ƗQƯGDWWHPSWVWRWDNH
the sting out of this powerful declaration. He has the fROORZLQJWRVD\µ>1DEƯGK] means that the dates or the raisins 
are brewed in water and then put in an earthen vessel, until a stinging taste develops in the brew as in IXTTƗ¶ [a 
kind of beer]. It seems as though this [QDEƯGK] had been prohibited at the beginning of Islam when jars (al-MLUƗU) 
were the vessels for wines (al-NKXPǌU); then it was abrogated. So then the non-prohibition of QDEƯGKis of the 
UXOHVRIWKH3HRSOHRIWKH$SSURYHG:D\DQGWKH&RPPXQLW\ZKLFKLVFRQWUDU\WRWKHSRVLWLRQRIWKH5DZƗILঌ. 
This [judgment] is different from that which has [to do with QDEƯGK that has] become strong and intoxicating. 
Many of the People of the Approved Way and the Community took the position that little or much of it is prohib-
LWHG¶ 
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It was reported by $Eǌ MascǌG al-AnৢƗUƯ may God be pleased with him, that the Prophet, 
after requesting a drink on the day of sacrifice (yawm al-naۊr) in the year of the Farewell 
Pilgrimage (ۊajjat al-ZLGƗc), was brought QDEƯGK from the watering-place (VLTƗ\D). When 
he brought it close to his mouth it led him to scowl and immediately send it back. Al-
c$EEƗV at this point, enquired as to whether it was ۊDUƗP. The Prophet [letting actions 
speak] took it back, called for water, poured it over [the QDEƯGK] and then drank. He then 
said, µ,I your beverage becomes too over-powering then break its strength (fa-NVLUǌ 
PXWǌQDKƗ) with water for it has become LQWHQVH¶ This was why he [initially] scowled and 
returned the drink; but then he feared that people would think that it is ۊDUƗP and so he 
took it back and drank it. This indicates that there is nothing wrong (OƗ ED¶VD) with drinking 
intensified muthallath. Let it not be claimed that [the Prophet] scowled because of its acid-
ity; it would hardly be appropriate to give a thirsty pilgrim vinegar to drink. Thus we know 
that he scowled because of its intensity. There is a deeper symbolism here: khamr is prom-
ised to the believers in the Afterlife, as God says, µDQG rivers from khamr, delicious to its 
GULQNHUV¶ (wa-DQKƗUXQ min khamrin ladhatin OLOVKƗULEƯQD) (Q.47:15). It is necessary there-
fore that there exists in this world a permissible form [PXEƗۊ] of its kind which serves its 
function (yacmal camalahu) so that it might be known by direct effect (bi-l-i܈ƗED) just how 
delicious it will be. This will bring about excitement for it, since what is permissible in 
this world serves as a model for what has been promised in the abode of the Afterlife. Do 
you not see that when God promises the believers that they will drink from gold and silver 
goblets in the Afterlife that he allows them to experience something of its kind²the drink-
ing from goblets made of glass and crystal? To reinforce this point by way of another 
example: the sacred law (sharc) has prohibited khamr without doubt as a test (LEWLOƗ¶); this 
purpose can only be realised after [one has] knowledge of how pleasurable [khamr is] and 
so that withholding from it has its [desired] affect >«@ the reality of that pleasure cannot 
become known by way of description (wa܈f); it can only be known by way of tasting and 
direct effect. Therefore there must be a permissible drink of the same genus which allows 
the pleasure to be known by way of experience (tajriba). This is how the purpose behind 
prohibiting khamr can be realised. This is also the case for all prohibitions, like adultery 
and other things. It should be noted that khamr is prohibited in both small and large 
amounts because small amounts of it are never enough. As for these [other] beverages, 
they have a harshness (ghilܲ) and intensity (NDWKƗID) which means [drinking] small 
amounts do not lead to drinking large amounts. This is why small amounts of these are 
permissible, though they are described as intense, and it is [only] that amount which ine-
briates which is ۊDUƗP (Al-SaraNKVƯ 2000: 12: 4043).       
The passage is from one of the most authoritative works in ণDQDIƯ jurisprudence. In the 
so-called ³Post-Classical age´ of ণDQDIƯ law, al-0DEVǌܒ remained hugely significant, as at-
tested by the 15th century ণDQDIƯ jurist, c$OƗ¶ al-'ƯQ al-৫DUƗEXOǌVƯ (d. 1440), who apparently 
said: µ:KRHYHU memorises al-0DEVǌܒ and the doctrine of the ancient scholars becomes thereby 
a mujtahid¶ (cf. Jackson 1993: note 33).  
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V. Conclusion 
That the normative Muslim position on alcohol is strict prohibition, in terms of consumption, 
production, handling and sale, is today a truism. It came, therefore, as a considerable shock to 
vast numbers of viewers tuning in across the Middle East to the very popular Egyptian religious 
programme, Lacallahum Yafqahoon, to hear Shaykh Khalid el-Gindi, al-Azhar-trained scholar 
and highly respected televangelist, proclaiming that only wine made of grapes and dates is 
prohibited in Islam, and that drinking alcoholic beverages from other sources is permissible 
until the point of intoxication.16 El-Gindi is not the first Al-Azhar scholar to take a discussion 
on alcohol in Islam to the media; in this SDSHU¶V introduction, Shaykh Sacd al-'ƯQ al-+LOƗOƯ¶V 
intervention on the issue is referenced. In fact, El-Gindi, an ally of al-+LOƗOƯ, was wading into 
a debate initiated by his colleague as an act of solidarity. Why scholars like these are taking 
debates on highly stigmatized subjects usually the preserve of the Islamic seminaries (mad-
rasas) to the public is not entirely clear and when probed about their own views, El-Gindi and 
al-+LOƗOƯ both maintained that their personal convictions remain in strict conformity with Mus-
lim orthodoxy²i.e. alcohol in all of its forms and variations is absolutely prohibited. Most 
likely, then, these acts of disclosure are meant to disrupt hegemonic discourses that posit Islam 
as having but one single, unified position on alcohol.   
In similar vein, this paper serves as an intervention aiming to disrupt hegemonic dis-
courses around what it means to be a Muslim. The claim ³0XVOLPV prohibit DOFRKRO´ has wide 
currency and is often taken to be the preeminent marker of Muslimness. The evidence adduced 
in this paper, while taking the lead of illustrious al-Azhar scholars, enables a fuller deconstruc-
tion of such generalisations about what Muslims are supposed to think and be by demonstrating 
                                                 
16
 Lacallahum Yafqahoon, aired on the Egyptian DMC Channel. The video is available here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xubdNU3BdWk.  [15 November 2017]. 
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that the fiqh tradition²the ultimate manifestation of Islamicate science²simply does not pro-
vide unequivocal support for these assumptions.    
In centering the ণDQDIƯ school of law, the dominant legal tradition in Islam in terms of 
its institutional longevity, demographic weight and geographic extent, the argument resists at-
tempts to dismiss it on the grounds that we are invoking a marginal interpretation which has 
no bearing on orthodox notions of what it means to be Muslim. Our critique of claims that 
ণDQDIƯ jurists performed a 6KD\EƗQLF u-turn from the 12th century onwards is a crucial part of 
the argument. While a de facto realignment of the school with the position of the other madh-
habs does manifest itself via the formulation of a fatwa, which appears in a number of author-
itative jurisprudential works from al-0DUJKLQƗQƯ onwards, we are the first to argue that this 
does not constitute an ideological shift; how can it, when ণDQDIƯV continue to advocate their 
unique position through time and space, presenting comprehensive arguments in support op-
posing the prohibition of non-khamr alcoholic beverages. This is best exemplified in the writ-
ing of post-18th century Indian ণDQDIƯ scholars and the demographic weight it holds on con-
temporary Muslim identity politics.17   
For too long what might be termed ³QRUPDO science´ in Islamic Studies has been content 
with exploring questions relating to Muslim belief and praxis as part of the fulfillment of one 
or another form of intellectual curiosity. This paper marks a shift from this status quo by fram-
ing a question at the very heart of what it means to be Muslim in a completely new way. The 
rigour expected in Islamic Studies in terms of close textual excavation and carefully crafted 
translations are in every sense present here, but these are only the platform to radically new 
form of investigation, taking the question of alcohol as a case-study, which disrupts the very 
direction of the conversation currently taking place on what constitutes Muslimness. This said, 
                                                 
17
 On contemporary sectarian identity politics in Sunni Islam, refer WR7,VODP³6FKRODVWLFWUDGLWLRQDOPLQLPDO
ism: a critical analysis of intra-6XQQLVHFWDULDQSROHPLFV´3K'7KHVLV8QLYHUVLW\RI([HWHU 
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the purpose of this paper is to define the history of a position and it is not concerned with 
defining what is ultimately ۊDOƗO or ۊDUƗP. This will always be the preserve of the Ummah at 
any one given point in time and place, and Allah knows best.  
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Appendix I: ণDQDIƯ Typology of Alcoholic Beverages 
 
 
Drink Source Description / Method of Production 
Khamr Grapes The juice of grapes when fermentation without any intervention (i.e. cooking) and foaming occurs.    
%ƗGKLT Grapes Cooked grape juice which is reduced to less than two-thirds of its original volume after fermentation; it set-
tles before it reaches boiling point.  
ܑLOƗ¶(Muth-
allath) Grapes 
Grape juice cooked until it is reduced to two-thirds of its original volume; only one third of it remains, and is 
an intoxicant. 
Muna܈܈af Grapes Grape juice which is reduced to a half of its original volume. 
Bukhtuj  
($Eǌ<ǌVXIƯ) Grapes Muthallath which has been diluted with water and then allowed to ferment a second time. 
-XPKǌUƯ Grapes A grape based beverage which has been diluted with water after having been cooked very slightly (the cook-ing results in its reduction to two thirds of its original volume). 
1DTƯc Raisins/Dates Raisins or dates are infused in water until their sweetness is transferred; it is then left to ferment and foam.    
1DEƯGK1 Raisins A raisin infusion which is cooked slightly and left to ferment until it becomes an intoxicant.  
Sakar Dates Uncooked date infusion which ferments and foams.   
FaڲƯNK Dates Uncooked infusion made from unripe dates which ferments and foams.  
1DEƯGK2 Dates A date infusion which is cooked slightly and then left to ferment and foam.  
 
